
1996 SESSION

INTRODUCED

960991761
1 HOUSE BILL NO. 822
2 Offered January 22, 1996
3 A BILL to amend the Code of Virginia by adding in Title 59.1 a chapter numbered 39, consisting of
4 sections numbered 59.1-467 through 59.1-493, relating to trade and commerce; digital signatures;
5 penalty.
6 ––––––––––
7 Patrons––Almand, Plum and Scott
8 ––––––––––
9 Referred to Committee on Corporations, Insurance and Banking

10 ––––––––––
11 Be it enacted by the General Assembly of Virginia:
12 1. That the Code of Virginia is amended by adding in Title 59.1 a chapter numbered 39, consisting
13 of sections numbered 59.1-467 through 59.1-493, as follows:
14 CHAPTER 39.
15 THE VIRGINIA DIGITAL SIGNATURE ACT.
16 Article 1.
17 General Provisions.
18 § 59.1-467. Short title.
19 This chapter is known as the Virginia Digital Signature Act.
20 § 59.1-468. Purposes and construction.
21 This chapter shall be construed liberally to effectuate the following purposes:
22 1. To minimize the incidence of forged digital signatures and enable the reliable authentication of
23 computer-based information;
24 2. To enable and foster the verification of digital signatures on computer-based documents;
25 3. To facilitate commerce by means of computerized communications; and
26 4. To give legal effect to the general import of the following and other similar standards;
27 a. Standard X.509 of the International Telecommunication Union (formerly CCITT or International
28 Telegraph and Telephone Consultative Committee);
29 b. Standard X.9.30 of the American National Standards Institute (ANSI); and
30 c. RFC 1421 through 1424 of the Internet Activities Board (IAB).
31 § 59.1-469. Definitions.
32 As used in this chapter unless the context clearly indicates otherwise:
33 "Accept a certificate" means to either (i) take physical delivery of a certificate or (ii) apply for a
34 certificate without canceling or revoking the application by delivering notice of the cancellation or
35 revocation to the certification authority, and to obtain a signed, written receipt from the certification
36 authority.
37 "Asymmetric cryptosystem" means a computer algorithm or series of algorithms which utilize two
38 different keys with the following characteristics: (i) one key encrypts a given message; (ii) one key
39 decrypts a given message; and (iii) the keys have the property that, knowing one key, it is
40 computationally infeasible to discover the other key.
41 "Bit" means a binary digit, or a number, often encoded in a computer-readable form, which has a
42 value of either 0 or 1.
43 "Certificate" means (i) a computer-based record identifying a subscriber and containing the
44 subscriber's public key or (ii) if the certificate is issued by a licensed certification authority, a
45 computer-based record identifying a subscriber containing the subscriber's public key, and additional
46 data about the subscriber as specified in § 59.1-470.
47 "Certification authority" means a person who issues one or more certificates.
48 "Certification authority disclosure record" means an on-line, publicly accessible computer record
49 concerning a licensed certification authority maintained by the Commission in accordance with
50 § 59.1-473.
51 "Certify" means to declare with reference to a certificate, that all material facts in the certificate are
52 true.
53 "Confirm" means to ascertain through inquiry and investigation carried out with all the effort and
54 resources commercially reasonable under the circumstances.
55 "Correspond" means, when referring to keys, that one key belongs to the same key pair as the other.
56 "Digital signature" is a sequence of bits which a person intending to sign creates in relation to a
57 clearly delimited message by running the message through a one-way function, then encrypting the
58 resulting message digest using an asymmetrical cryptosystem and the person's private key.
59 "Commission" means the Virginia State Corporation Commission.
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60 "Distinguished name" means a sequence of alphanumeric characters uniquely identifying the person
61 bearing the name.
62 "Forge a digital signature" means to create an apparent digital signature without the authorization
63 of the rightful holder of the private key.
64 "Issue a certificate" means to create and digitally sign a certificate and to deliver a copy of the
65 certificate to the subscriber named in the certificate.
66 "Key pair" means a private key and its corresponding public key which are the keys in an
67 asymmetric cryptosystem having the property that one of the pair will decrypt what the other encrypts.
68 "Licensed certification authority" means a certification authority to whom a license has been issued
69 by the Commission.
70 "Material means germane to and having substantial consequences for an actual transaction involving
71 a digital signature.
72 "Message" means a writing or recording recorded by means of any medium and intended to be
73 signed. As used in this definition, "writings" and "recordings" consist of letters, words, numbers, or their
74 equivalent, set down by handwriting, typewriting, printing, photostatting, photographing, magnetic
75 impulse, mechanical or electronic recording, or other form of data compilation.
76 "One-way function" means an algorithm mapping or translating one set of bits into another set in
77 such a way that: (i) a message yields the same result every time it is passed through the one-way
78 function; (ii) it is computationally infeasible that a message passed through the one-way function can be
79 derived or reconstituted from the results of the function; and (iii) there is at most only a negligible
80 probability that two messages passing through the same one-way function will produce the same result.
81 "Operative personnel" means one or more persons (i) acting as a certification authority or its agent,
82 (ii) having managerial or policymaking responsibilities for the certification authority, or (iii) having
83 duties directly involving the issuance of certificates, creation of keys, or administration of computing
84 facilities.
85 "Person" means a natural person, corporation, partnership, governmental body, or any other entity
86 capable of signing a document.
87 "Private key" means a sequence of bits in an asymmetric cryptosystem used to affix a digital
88 signature to a message. A private key is intended to be known only by the rightful holder of the key.
89 "Public key" means a sequence of bits in an asymmetric cryptosystem used to verify a digital
90 signature. A public key may be known and used by anyone in order to verify a signature.
91 "Publish" means to record or place on file in a repository accessible by multiple persons in the
92 ordinary course of business.
93 "Recognized repository" means a repository recognized by the Commission pursuant to § 59.1-491.
94 "Recommended reliance limit" means the limit of an issuing certification authority's liability and
95 financial responsibility specified in a certificate.
96 "Record address" means (i) the address on file with the Commission for a Virginia corporation or
97 foreign corporation authorized to do business in Virginia; (ii) the principal, official, or record address
98 on file with any other government entity if no address is on file with the Commission; or (iii) if no
99 address is reasonably ascertainable with a government entity, the last-known address of the subscriber

100 ascertained, whenever possible, independently of any representations made in applying for a certificate.
101 "Record leaders" are (i) the officers and directors or trustees listed for a corporation on the most
102 recent report to the Commission or its counterpart in another state; (ii) the general partners listed for a
103 limited partnership in the records of the Commission or its counterpart in another state; and (iii) the
104 natural persons having authority to manage or direct the affairs of the subscriber, ascertained whenever
105 possible from information sources other than representations made in applying for a certificate.
106 "Repository" means a database of certificates accessible on-line.
107 "Repository operator" means the person operating and responsible for the repository.
108 "Revoke a certificate" means to make a certificate ineffective from a specified time and forward
109 perpetually. Such revocation is effected by notation or inclusion in a set of revoked certificates, and
110 does not imply that a revoked certificate is destroyed or made illegible.
111 "Rightfully hold a private key" means to know or be able to readily ascertain a private key (i) for
112 which a corresponding public key has not been published in a certificate on file in the repository
113 provided by the Commission or in a recognized repository, (ii) which the holder or the holder's agent
114 has not revealed to any person in violation of subsection A of § 59.1-480; and (iii) which the holder has
115 not obtained through theft, deceit, eavesdropping, or other unlawful means.
116 "Subscriber" means a person holding a private key which corresponds to a public key listed in a
117 certificate identifying the subscriber.
118 "Suitable guaranty" means either a surety bond executed by a surety firm authorized by the Virginia
119 State Corporation Commission to do business in this Commonwealth, or an irrevocable letter of credit
120 issued by a financial institution authorized to do business in this Commonwealth by the Virginia State
121 Corporation Commission which satisfies all of the following requirements:
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122 1. It is issued for the benefit of claimants under this chapter and is conditioned upon the certification
123 authority conducting business as required by this chapter;
124 2. It is in an amount equal to or exceeding the greater or either:
125 a. 100 percent of the largest recommended reliance limit of a certificate to be issued or published by
126 the filing certification authority during the term of the certification authority's license; or
127 b. At least thirty-five percent of the recommended reliance limits of all certificates published by the
128 filing certification authority which have not expired or been revoked;
129 3. It states that it is issued for filing pursuant to this chapter;
130 4. It specifies a term of effectiveness extending at least as long as the term of the license to be
131 issued to the certification authority; and
132 5. It is in a form approved by Commission rule.
133 A suitable guaranty may provide that the total annual liability on the guaranty to all persons making
134 claims based on it may not exceed the face amount of the guaranty.
135 "Suspend" means to make the certificate ineffective or void temporarily from a specified time
136 forward. However, the term does not imply that the certificate is destroyed or made illegible.
137 "Time-stamp" means either (i) to append to a message a digitally signed notation indicating the date,
138 time, and identity of the person appending the notation or (ii) the notation so appended according to
139 subdivision 1.
140 "Verify a digital signature" means:
141 1. To decrypt a digital signature using the public key listed in a valid certificate;
142 2. To pass the message through the one-way function used in affixing the digital signature; and
143 3. To then correctly determine that the results of passing the message through the one-way function
144 and the decrypted digital signature are identical.
145 § 59.1-470. Contents and effective date of a certificate.
146 A. A certificate issued by a licensed certification authority shall contain:
147 1. The name by which the subscriber is generally known;
148 2. The distinguished name of the subscriber;
149 3. A public key corresponding to a private key held by the subscriber;
150 4. A brief description of any algorithms with which the subscriber's public key was intended to be
151 used in a form prescribed by the Commission;
152 5. The serial number of the certificate which must be unique among the certificates issued by the
153 issuing certification authority;
154 6. The date and time on which the certificate was issued and accepted which is the date on which
155 the certificate takes effect;
156 7. The date and time on which the certificate expires;
157 8. The distinguished name of the certification authority issuing the certificate;
158 9. A brief description of the algorithm used to sign the certificate, in a form prescribed by the
159 Commission;
160 10. The recommended reliance limit for transactions relying on the certificate; and
161 11. Other items the Commission requires by rule.
162 b. A certificate issued by a licensed certification authority may, at the option of the subscriber and
163 certification authority, contain any of the following:
164 1. A secondary public key and its identifier or usage indicate;
165 2. Information material to the certificate's reliability and to any claims based on it;
166 3. References incorporating specified and available documents material to the certificate, the issuing
167 certification authority, or the accepting subscriber, and
168 4. Other items permitted by Commission rule.
169 C.1. The Commission may by rule require additional information in a certificate, so long as the
170 certificate conforms to generally accepted standards for digital signature certificates and nothing in the
171 certificate disclaims or limits the representations of the subscriber and the certification authority implied
172 in Article 3 (§ 59.1-477, et seq.) of this chapter.
173 2. The certificate shall be in a database form specified by Commission rule.
174 D.1. The Commission may, at the joint request of a subscriber and licensed certification authority,
175 create a secret field in its database. The Commission may disclose the contents of the secret field in its
176 database only to:
177 a. The licensed certification authority publishing the certificate;
178 b. Authorized personnel of the Commission; and
179 c. A court clerk or county clerk who has received a request for suspension of the pertinent
180 certificate.
181 2. The contents of the secret field should be a password or fact likely to be known only by the
182 subscriber, and may, in the discretion of the entity processing a request for suspension, be used to
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183 determine the identity of the requester.
184 Article 2.
185 Licensing and Regulation of Certification Authorities.
186 § 59.1-471. Licensure and qualifications of certificate authorities.
187 A. To obtain or retain a license as a certification authority by the Commission, a certification
188 authority must be:
189 1. An attorney admitted to practice before the courts of this Commonwealth, an attorney's
190 partnership which engages principally in the practice of law if the attorney is a partner, or a
191 professional corporation in which the attorney named in the license is a shareholder;
192 2. A financial institution, a corporation authorized to conduct a trust business, or an insurance
193 company, if authorized to do business in this Commonwealth;
194 3. Any title insurance or abstract company authorized to do business in this Commonwealth; or
195 4. The Governor, an agency of this Commonwealth other than the Commission, the Attorney General,
196 a state court, a city, a county, or the General Assembly provided that:
197 a. Each of the governmental entities acts through designated officials authorized by ordinance, rule,
198 or statute to perform certification authority functions;
199 b. The Commonwealth or one of the governmental entities is the subscriber of all certificates issued
200 by the certification authority;
201 c. Be the subscriber of a certificate published in the repository provided by the Commission or in a
202 recognized repository;
203 d. Qualify and hold an appointment as a notary public or employ at least one notary public;
204 e. Employ as operative personnel only persons who have not been convicted of a felony or a crime
205 involving fraud, false statement, or deception;
206 f. Employ as operative personnel only persons who have demonstrated knowledge and proficiency in
207 following the requirements of this chapter;
208 g. File with the Commission a suitable guaranty, unless the certification authority is a governmental
209 entity listed in this subsection;
210 h. Have access to hardware and software suitable for fulfilling the requirements of this chapter
211 according to Commission rules;
212 i. Maintain an office in Virginia or have established a registered agency for service of process in
213 Virginia; and
214 j. Comply with all licensing requirements established by Commission rule.
215 B. The Commission shall issue a license to a certification authority which:
216 1. Is qualified under subsection A;
217 2. Applies in writing to the Commission for a license; and
218 3. Pays the required filing fee.
219 C.1. A license may specify that its scope is limited to:
220 a. A specified number of certificates; or
221 b. A specified cumulative maximum of recommended reliance limits in certificates issued by the
222 certification authority.
223 2. If the scope of a license is limited, a certification authority acts as an unlicensed certification
224 authority when issuing a certificate exceeding the limits of the license.
225 D.1. The Commission may revoke or suspend a certification authority's license for failure to comply
226 with this chapter, or for failure to remain qualified pursuant to subsection A.
227 2. The Commission's actions under this subsection are subject to the provisions of the Administrative
228 Process Act (§ 9-6.14:1 et seq.).
229 E. Unless the parties provide otherwise by contract between themselves, the licensing requirements in
230 this section do not affect the validity of any certificate or digital signature issued by an unlicensed
231 certification authority, except that:
232 1. The presumptions created in Article 4 (§ 59.1-487 et seq.) of this chapter do not apply to a
233 certificate issued by an unlicensed certification authority; and
234 2. The limitation of liability created in § 59.1-485 does not apply to a certificate issued by an
235 unlicensed certification authority.
236 § 59.1-472. Performance audits and investigations.
237 A. A certified public accountant approved by Commission rule shall audit the operations of each
238 licensed certification authority at least once each year to evaluate compliance with this chapter.
239 B.1. Based on information gathered in the audit, the auditor shall categorize the licensed
240 certification authority's compliance as one of the following:
241 a. Full compliance; the certification authority appears to conform to all applicable statutory and
242 regulatory requirements;
243 b. Substantial compliance; the certification authority generally appears to comply with all applicable
244 statutory and regulatory requirements; however, some instances of noncompliance or inability to
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245 demonstrate compliance were found in the audited sample which were likely to be inconsequential;
246 c. Partial compliance; the certification authority appears to comply with some statutory and
247 regulatory requirements, but was found not to have complied or not able to demonstrate compliance
248 with one or more statutory or regulatory requirements;
249 d. Noncompliance; the certification authority complies with few or none of the statutory and
250 regulatory requirements, or fails to keep adequate records to demonstrate compliance with more than a
251 few requirements, or refused to submit to an audit.
252 2. The Commission shall publish in the certification authority disclosure record the date of the audit
253 and the resulting categorization of the certification authority.
254 C.1. A licensed certification authority is exempt from the requirement of subsection A if:
255 a. The certification authority requests exemption in writing;
256 b. The most recent performance audit, if any, of the certification authority resulted in a finding of
257 full or substantial compliance; and
258 c. The certification authority states under oath or affirmation that one or more of the following is
259 true with respect to the certification authority:
260 (1) The certification authority has issued fewer than six certificates during the past year and the
261 recommended reliance limits of all such certificates do not exceed $10,000;
262 (2) The aggregate lifetime of all certificates issued by the certification authority during the past year
263 is less than thirty days and the recommended reliance limits of all such certificates do not exceed
264 $10,000; or
265 (3) The recommended reliance limits of all certificates outstanding and issued by the certification
266 authority total less than $1,000.
267 2. If a licensed certification authority is exempt under this subsection, the Commission shall publish
268 in the certification authority disclosure record that the certification authority is exempt from the
269 performance audit requirement.
270 § 59.1-473. Contents of a certification authority disclosure record.
271 A. A certification authority disclosure record shall contain:
272 1. The name, addresses, and telephone number of the certification authority;
273 2. The distinguished name of the certification authority;
274 3. The current public key of the certification authority;
275 4. The categorization of the certification authority based on the most recent performance audit of the
276 certification authority's activities, and the date of the most recent performance audit;
277 5. If the certification authority's certificate has been revoked since licensure, the public key contained
278 in the revoked certificate, date of revocation, and grounds for revocation;
279 6. The amount of the certification authority's suitable guaranty;
280 7. If the certification authority's license has been revoked or is currently suspended, the date of
281 revocation or suspension and the grounds for revocation or suspension;
282 8. The limits, if any, placed on the certification authority's license;
283 9. Any event or activity which substantially affects the certification authority's ability to conduct its
284 business, or the validity of more than ten of the certificates listed in the repository provided by the
285 Commission or in a recognized repository;
286 10. If the certificate containing the public key required to verify one or more certificates issued by
287 the certification authority has been revoked or is currently suspended, the date of its revocation or
288 suspension;
289 11. A statement dated within one year of the current date, containing additional rules or policies,
290 and not exceeding two kilobytes in length, if the certification authority submits such a statement in a
291 form prescribed by Commission rule; and
292 12. Other information required by Commission rule.
293 B. The Commission shall maintain an electronic database in its repository containing the disclosure
294 record described in this section for each licensed certification authority.
295 § 59.1-474. Enforcement of requirements for licensed certification authorities.
296 A. Commission actions under this section must be made in accordance with the provisions of the
297 Administrative Process Act (§ 9-6.14:1 et seq.).
298 B. The Commission may:
299 1. Investigate the activities of a licensed certification authority material to the requirements of this
300 chapter; and
301 2. Issue orders to a certification authority to secure compliance with this chapter.
302 C. Nothing in this section restricts local law-enforcement authorities from investigating and
303 prosecuting violations of criminal laws.
304 D. The Commission may suspend or revoke the license of a certification authority for serious
305 noncompliance with an order of the Commission.
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306 E. A person may obtain punitive damages against a certification authority in a civil action against
307 the certification authority if:
308 1. The Commission has issued an order in accordance with subsection B expressly permitting
309 punitive damages to be assessed against the certification authority;
310 2. The certification authority has not complied with the order;
311 3. The person has suffered a loss caused by noncompliance with the order; and
312 4. The Commission has granted permission for punitive damages.
313 F. The Commission may order a certification authority which it has found to have violated a
314 requirement of this chapter to pay the costs incurred by the Commission in prosecuting and adjudicating
315 proceedings related to the enforcement of the order.
316 G.1. A licensed certification authority may obtain judicial review of the Commission's actions.
317 2. The Commission may seek an injunction to compel compliance with any of its order.
318 § 59.1-475. Record-keeping by certification authorities.
319 A. A licensed certification authority shall maintain detailed records documenting compliance with
320 this chapter and all actions taken with respect to each certificate issued by the certification authority.
321 The records shall include evidence supporting the identification of the person named in a certificate
322 with the distinguished name and public key set forth in the certificate. Except for requests for suspension
323 of a certificate, the licensed certification may require a subscriber or agent of a subscriber to submit
324 reasonable documentation sufficient to enable the certification authority to comply with this chapter.
325 B.1. A licensed certification authority shall retain its records of the issuance, and any suspension or
326 revocation of a certificate, for a period of not less than forty years after the certificate is issued.
327 2. The licensed certification authority may:
328 a. Contract with another licensed certification authority for the record retention required by this
329 section; or
330 b. Place the records required by this section into the custody of the Commission upon ceasing to act
331 as a certification authority.
332 3. A licensed certification authority shall secure its records in a manner that is commercially
333 reasonable in light of the recommended reliance limits of the certificates.
334 § 59.1-476. Cessation of certification authority activities.
335 A. Before ceasing to act as a certification authority, a licensed certification authority shall:
336 1. Give to the subscriber of each unrevoked or unexpired certificate ninety days' written notice of the
337 certification authority's intention to discontinue acting as a certification authority;
338 2. Ninety days after the notice required in subdivision A 1, revoke all certificates which then remain
339 unrevoked or unexpired, regardless of whether the subscriber has requested revocation;
340 3. Give written notice of revocation to the subscriber of each certificate revoked pursuant to
341 subdivision A 1; and
342 4. Unless the contract between the certification authority and the subscriber provides otherwise, pay
343 reasonable restitution to the subscriber for revoking the certificate before its expiration date.
344 B.1. To provide uninterrupted certification authority services, the discontinuing certification authority
345 may arrange with another certification authority, including the Commission, for reissuance of the
346 remaining certificates under the succeeding certification authority's digital signature for the unexpired
347 term of the remaining certificates or one year, whichever is less.
348 2. In reissuing a certificate pursuant to this subsection, the succeeding certification authority
349 becomes subrogated to the rights and defense of the discontinuing certification authority.
350 C. The requirements of this section may be varied by contract, except that the contract may not
351 permit the licensed certification authority to discontinue its certification authority activities without first:
352 1. Giving each subscriber of an unexpired or unrevoked certificate at least ten days' written notice;
353 and
354 2. Revoking all outstanding certificates upon cessation of certification activities.
355 D.1. A licensed certification authority shall notify the Commission of its intention to terminate acting
356 as a certification authority.
357 2. The notice shall be in a form specified by Commission rule and shall be submitted to the
358 Commission at least two months, but not more than six months, before the date of termination.
359 3. The Commission may by rule or by order in a specific case require additional statements to be
360 filed in order to track compliance with this section.
361 E.1. If a certification authority dies while licensed, the estate of the certification authority shall
362 comply with the procedures of this section for termination of the deceased certification authority's
363 activities.
364 2. If a certification authority becomes legally incapacitated within the meaning of § 37.1-128.04, a
365 court may either appoint a guardian as provided in Chapter 4 (§ 37.1-128.01 et seq.) of Title 37.1 or,
366 on the petition of an interested party, appoint a receiver to terminate the incapacitated certification
367 authority's business as provided in this section.
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368 3. The Commission may promulgate rules to facilitate termination of certification authority activities
369 or to protect subscribers and others in cases where the certification authority dies or becomes
370 incapacitated.
371 § 59.1-477. Hazardous activities by any certification authority prohibited.
372 A. A certification authority, whether licensed or not, may not conduct its business in a manner that
373 creates a commercially unreasonable risk of loss to:
374 1. Subscribers of the certification authority;
375 2. Persons relying on certificates issued by certification authority; or
376 3. Any repository recognized pursuant to § 59.1-491.
377 B.1. The Commission may publish in the repository it provides or elsewhere statements advising
378 subscribers, persons relying on digital signatures, or public repositories about activities of a
379 certification authority, whether licensed or not, that create a risk prohibited by subsection A.
380 2. The certification authority named in a statement as creating or causing a risk may protest the
381 publication of the statement.
382 3. Upon receipt of a protest, the Commission shall:
383 a. Include with its statement a comment that a protest has been received; and
384 b. Promptly give the protesting certification authority notice and an opportunity to be heard.
385 4. Following the hearing, the Commission shall:
386 a. Rescind the advisory statement if its publication was unwarranted;
387 b. Cancel it if its publication is no longer warranted;
388 c. Continue or amend it if it remains warranted; or
389 d. Take further legal action to eliminate or reduce a risk prohibited by subsection A.
390 5. The Commission shall publish its decision in the repository it provides.
391 C. In the manner prescribed in the Administrative Process Act (§ 9-6.14:1 et seq.), the Commission
392 may issue orders and obtain injunctions or other civil relief to prevent or restrain a certification
393 authority from violating this section, regardless of whether the certification authority is licensed. This
394 section does not create a right of action in any person other than the Commission.
395 Article 3.
396 Duties of Certification Authority and Subscriber.
397 § 59.1-478. Issuing a certificate.
398 A.1. A licensed certification authority may issue a certificate to a subscriber only after all of the
399 following conditions are satisfied:
400 a. The certification authority has received a signed request for issuance of a certificate by the
401 prospective subscriber.
402 b. The certification authority confirms that:
403 (1) The prospective subscriber is the person identified in the request and the person to be identified
404 in the certificate to be issued;
405 (2) If the prospective subscriber is acting through an agent, the subscriber duly authorized the agent
406 to have custody of the subscriber's private key and to request issuance of a certificate listing the
407 corresponding public key;
408 (3) The prospective subscriber bears a distinguished name; and
409 (4) The prospective subscriber rightfully holds the private key corresponding to the public key to be
410 listed in the certificate.
411 c. The certification authority confirms that the prospective subscriber holds a key pair capable of:
412 (1) Affixing a digital signature by the private key corresponding to the public key to be listed in the
413 certificate; and
414 (2) Verifying that a digital signature has been affixed by the corresponding private key through the
415 use of the public key.
416 2. The requirements of this subsection may not be waived or disclaimed by the licensed certification
417 authority or the subscriber.
418 B.1. If a certificate is requested by an agent or an apparent agent of the subscriber, the certification
419 authority may not issue the certificate until after the certification authority has given ten days' written
420 notice to the prospective subscriber through all of its record leaders at is record address.
421 2. The notice shall express the certification authority's intent to issue a certificate for the prospective
422 subscriber to the requesting agent and the date on which the certificate is to be issued.
423 3. The requirement of notice in this subsection may be waived or disclaimed only by:
424 a. A writing signed by all of the record leaders of the prospective subscriber; and
425 b. Confirmation of the authenticity of the waiver by the certification authority.
426 C.1. If the subscriber accepts the certificate, the certification authority shall publish a signed copy of
427 the certificate in the repository provided by the Commission or in one or more recognized repositories
428 agreed upon by the certification authority and the subscriber named in the certificate.
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429 2. The contract between the certification authority and the subscriber may provide that the certificate
430 may not be published.
431 3. If the subscriber does not accept the certificate, a licensed certification authority may not publish
432 the certificate in the repository provided by the Commission.
433 D. Nothing in this section precludes a licensed certification authority from conforming to standards,
434 security policies, or contractual requirements more rigorous than, but consistent with, this section.
435 E.1. If a licensed certification authority confirms that a certificate was not issued as required by this
436 section, the certification authority:
437 a. Shall immediately revoke the certificate; or
438 b. May suspend the certificate while investigating to confirm grounds for revocation.
439 2. The certification authority shall give notice as soon as practicable to the subscriber of a
440 certificate revoked or suspended pursuant to this subsection.
441 F. The Commission may order the licensed certification authority to suspend or revoke a certificate
442 which the certification authority issued if, after notice and an opportunity for the certification authority
443 and subscriber to be heard in accordance with the provisions of the Administrative Process Act
444 (§ 9-6.14:1 et seq.) the Commission determines that:
445 1. A certificate was issued without substantial compliance to this section; and
446 2. The noncompliance poses a significant hazard to parties relying on the certificate.
447 § 59.1-479. Representations by the subscriber accepting a certificate.
448 A. By accepting a certificate issued by a licensed certification authority, the subscriber identified in
449 the certificate certifies to all who justifiably rely on the information contained in the certificate that:
450 1. Each digital signature affixed by means of the private key corresponding to the public key listed
451 in the certificate is a legally valid signature of the subscriber, unless the certificate:
452 a. Is suspended;
453 b. Is revoked by the certification authority; or
454 c. Has expired;
455 2. No unauthorized person has access to the private key corresponding to the public key listed in the
456 certificate;
457 3. All representations made by the subscriber to the certification authority which are material to
458 information contained in the certificate are true; and
459 4. The information contained in the certificate is true.
460 B. By requesting on behalf of a principal the issuance of a certificate naming the principal as
461 subscriber, a person certifies to all who justifiably rely on the information contained in the certificate
462 that:
463 1. The person holds all authority legally required for issuance of a certificate naming the principal
464 as subscriber; and
465 2. The person has authority to sign digitally on behalf of the principal, and, if that authority is
466 limited in any way, safeguards exist to prevent a digital signature exceeding the bounds of the person's
467 authority.
468 C. A person may not disclaim or rebut the representations implied in this section or obtain indemnity
469 for them, if the effect of the disclaimer or indemnity is to limit liability for wrongful issuance of a
470 certification as against persons justifiably relying the certificate.
471 D.1. If a subscriber makes a false, material and written representation of fact, or fails to disclose a
472 material fact, with either the intent to deceive the certification authority or a person relying on the
473 certificate, or with negligence, the subscriber, by accepting a certificate, becomes obligated to indemnify
474 the issuing certification authority for any loss or damage caused by the misrepresentation or negligence.
475 2. If the certification authority issued the certificate at the request of agents of the subscriber, both
476 the agents and the subscriber shall indemnify the certification authority in accordance with this
477 subsection.
478 3. The indemnity provided in this subsection may not be disclaimed or superseded by contract
479 between the certification authority and the subscriber.
480 E. To obtain information required for issuance of a certificate, the certification authority may require
481 a subscriber to testify under oath or an affirmation of truthfulness.
482 § 59.1-480. Control of the private key.
483 A. By accepting a certificate issued by a licensed certification authority, the subscriber identified in
484 the certificate assumes a duty to exercise reasonable care in retaining control of the private key and
485 keeping it confidential.
486 B. A private key is the property of the subscriber who rightfully holds it.
487 C.1. If a certification authority holds the private key corresponding to a public key listed in a
488 certificate which it issued, it holds the private key as a fiduciary of the subscriber named in the
489 certificate, regardless of any provision to the contrary in a contract between the subscriber and the
490 certification authority.
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491 2. A certification authority holding the subscriber's private key may use it only upon the prior
492 written consent of the subscriber.
493 § 59.1-481. Duties of a licensed certification authority in issuing a certificate.
494 A.1. By issuing a certificate, a licensed certification authority warrants to the subscriber named in
495 the certificate that:
496 a. The certificate contains no information known to the certification authority to be false;
497 b. He certificate satisfies the requirements of this chapter and does not exceed any limitations of the
498 certification authority's license; and
499 c. The certification authority has not exceeded any limitation of its license in issuing the certificate.
500 2. The warranties described in this subsection may not be limited or disclaimed by contract.
501 B. Unless the parties otherwise agree, a certification authority, by issuing a certificate, certifies to
502 the subscriber that it will:
503 1. Notify the subscriber within a reasonable time of any facts known to the certification authority
504 which affect the validity or reliability of the certificate once it is issued; and
505 2. Act promptly to suspend or revoke a certificate in accordance with § 59.1-482.
506 C. By issuing a certificate, a licensed certification authority certifies to all who justifiably rely on the
507 information contained in the certificate that the certification authority has complied with all applicable
508 requirements for issuance of the certificate.
509 D. By publishing a certificate, a licensed certification authority certifies to the repository and to all
510 who justifiably rely on the information contained in the certificate that the certification authority has
511 issued the certificate to the subscriber.
512 § 59.1-482. Suspension of a certificate.
513 A.1. Unless the certification authority and the subscriber otherwise agree, the licensed certification
514 authority which issued a certificate shall suspend the certificate for a period of forty-eight hours:
515 a. Upon request by a person identifying himself as:
516 (1) The subscriber named in the certificate;
517 (2) An agent of the subscriber;
518 (3) A business associate of the subscriber;
519 (4) An employee of the subscriber; or
520 (5) A member of the immediate family of the subscriber; or
521 b. Upon order of the Commission pursuant to subsection F of § 59.1-478.
522 2. The certification authority need not confirm the identity or Commission of the person requesting
523 suspension.
524 B.1. Unless the certificate or other records in the repository indicate otherwise, the Commission or a
525 clerk of a circuit court may suspend a certificate issued by a licensed certification authority for a period
526 of forty-eight hours, if:
527 a. A person identifying himself as the subscriber named in the certificate, or as an agent, business
528 associate, employee, or member of the immediate family of the subscriber requests suspension; and
529 b. The requester represents that the certification authority which issued the certificate is unavailable.
530 2. The Commission or circuit court clerk may:
531 a. Require the requester to provide evidence of his identity, authorization, and the unavailability of
532 the issuing certification authority;
533 b. Inquire of the contents of the certificate and the secret field described in subsection D of
534 § 59.1-470; and
535 c. Decline to suspend the certificate with or without cause.
536 3. The Commission or law-enforcement agencies may investigate multiple suspensions by the
537 Commission or circuit court clerk for possible wrongdoing.
538 C.1. Immediately upon suspension of a certificate, the suspending certification authority, court clerk,
539 or county clerk shall publish signed notice of the suspension in all repositories in which the certificate
540 was published.
541 2, If the repositories described in subsection C 1 no longer exists, or if the person suspending the
542 certificate does not know all the repositories in which the certificate was published, the certification
543 authority shall publish the notice of suspension in the repository provided by the Commission.
544 D.1. A certification authority shall terminate the suspension of a certificate that was suspended by
545 request if:
546 a. The subscriber named in the suspended certificate requests that the suspension be terminated and
547 the certification authority confirms the identity of the person making the request, and, when the
548 requester is acting as agent, the agent's authorization by the subscriber; or
549 b. The certification authority discovers and confirms that the request for the suspension was made
550 without authorization by the subscriber.
551 2. This subsection does not obligate the certification authority to confirm a request for suspension.
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552 E. The contract between a subscriber and a licensed certification authority may:
553 1. Limit or eliminate suspension by the certification authority upon request; or
554 2. Provide for termination of a suspension or disclosure of information about a suspension that
555 varies from the requirements of this subsection and subsections A, B, and D, except that if the contract
556 varies from the requirements of this section, the certificate must indicate the differences for the
557 contractual variation to be valid.
558 F.1. No person may knowingly or intentionally misrepresent to a certification authority his identity,
559 name, distinguished name, or authorization when requesting suspension of a certificate.
560 2. Violation of this subsection is a Class 3 misdemeanor.
561 G. The subscriber is released from the duty to keep the private key secure pursuant to § 59.1-480
562 during the period the certificate is suspended.
563 § 59.1-483. Revocation of a certificate.
564 A.1. A licensed certification authority shall revoke a certificate which it issued after receiving and
565 confirming a request for revocation by the subscriber named in the certificate in accordance with
566 subdivision 2.
567 2. A licensed certification authority shall confirm a request for revocation and revoke a certificate
568 within one business day after:
569 a. Receiving a subscriber's written request accompanied by evidence reasonably sufficient to confirm
570 the request; and
571 b. Receiving any required fee.
572 B. A licensed certification authority shall revoke a certificate which it issued upon receiving a
573 certified copy of the subscriber's death certificate or upon confirming by other evidence that the
574 subscriber is dead.
575 C.1. A licensed certification authority may revoke one or more certificates which it issued if the
576 certificates are or become unreliable regardless of whether the subscriber consents to the revocation.
577 2. Unless the contract between the certification authority and the subscriber provides otherwise, the
578 certification authority shall pay reasonable restitution to the subscriber and compensate the subscriber
579 for any interruption to the subscriber's business due to the revocation of the certificate under the
580 circumstances described in subdivision D 1.
581 D.1. Immediately upon revocation of a certificate, the revoking certification authority shall publish
582 signed notice of the revocation in all repositories in which the certification authority published the
583 certificate.
584 2. If the repositories described in subdivision D 1 no longer exist, or if all are unrecognized
585 repositories, the certification authority shall publish the notice in the repository provided by the
586 Commission.
587 E. A subscriber ceases to certify as provided in § 59.1-479, and has no further duty to keep the
588 private key secure as required by § 59.1-480 when either:
589 1. Notice of the revocation is published as required in subsection D; or
590 2. The certification authority is required to revoke under subsection A.
591 F. Upon publication as required by subsection C of § 59.1-482, a licensed certification authority is:
592 1. Discharged of its warranties based on issuance of the revoked certificate; and
593 2. Ceases to certify as provided in subsections B and C of § 59.1-481 in relation to the revoked
594 certificate.
595 § 59.1-484. Expiration of a certificate.
596 A.1. A certificate shall indicate the date on which it expires.
597 2. A certificate's expiration date may be no later than three years after its issuance.
598 B. When a certificate expires:
599 1. The subscriber and certification authority cease as provided in §§ 59.1-479 and 59.1-481; and
600 2. The certification authority is discharged of its duties based on issuance, in relation to the expired
601 certificate.
602 § 59.1-485. Liability of a licensed certification authority.
603 A. By specifying a recommended reliance limit in a certificate, the issuing certification authority and
604 accepting subscriber recommend that persons rely on the certificate only in transactions in which the
605 total amount at risk does not exceed the recommended reliance limit.
606 B. Except as designed in subsection E of § 59.1-471:
607 1. A licensed certification authority is not liable for any loss caused by a false or forged digital
608 signature of a subscriber, if, with respect to the false or forged digital signature, the certification
609 authority complied with the requirements of this chapter;
610 2. A licensed certification authority is not liable for a misrepresentation in the certificate, or for
611 error in issuing the certificate in excess of the amount specified in the certificate as the recommended
612 reliance limit; and
613 3. A licensed certification authority is not liable for punitive or exemplary damages, except as
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614 provided in § 59.1-474.
615 § 59.1-486. Collection based on suitable guaranty.
616 A.1. Notwithstanding any provision in the suitable guaranty to the contrary;
617 a. If the suitable guaranty is a surety bond, a person may recover from the bond surety the full
618 amount of a claim against the bond principal or, if there is more than one such claim during the term
619 of the bond, a ratable share, up to a maximum total liability of the surety equal to the fact amount of
620 the bond; or
621 b. If the suitable guaranty is a letter of credit, a person may recover from the issuing financial
622 institution a claim against the customer named in the credit, or, if there is more than one claim during
623 the term of the letter of credit, a ratable share, up to a maximum total liability of the issuer equal to the
624 face amount of the credit.
625 2. Claimants may recover successively on the same suitable guaranty, provided that the total liability
626 on the guaranty to all persons making claims during its term may not exceed the fact amount of the
627 guaranty.
628 B. In addition to the actual damages suffered by the claimant, the claimant may recover from the
629 proceeds of a suitable guaranty, until depleted, reasonable attorney fees, and court costs incurred by the
630 claimant in collecting the claim.
631 C.1. A claim against a surety or issuer of a suitable guaranty must be filed in writing with the
632 Commission and the surety or issuer, within one year after the claim arose.
633 2. A claim must include a statement of the amount claimed and the basis for the claim.
634 3. An action or suite against the surety or issuer of the suitable guaranty must be filed with the
635 court within one year after the claim is filed with the Commission.
636 D. Except as prohibited by Commission rule, a suitable guaranty may, by contract, alter the
637 obligations under this subsection.
638 Article 4.
639 Effect of a Digitized Signature.
640 § 59.1-487. Presumptions established by a digital signature.
641 A. The presumptions established in this section, § 59.1-488, and § 59.1-489 do not apply to a
642 certificate issued by an unlicensed certification authority.
643 B. A certificate is presumed to be an acknowledgment of any digital signature verified using the
644 public key listed in the certificate, regardless of whether words of an express acknowledgment appear
645 with the digital signature in any documents, or in relation to the message if:
646 1. The certificate is in the repository provided by the Commission or in a recognized repository; and
647 2. The certificate was not revoked, suspended, or expired at the time of signature.
648 C. A digital signature verified using a public key is presumed to have been affixed with the intention
649 of the subscriber to authenticate the message and to be bound by the contents of the message if;
650 1. The public key is listed in a certificate that is in the repository provided by the Commission, or a
651 recognized repository; and
652 2. The certificate was not revoked, suspended, or expired at the time of signature.
653 D.1. If a signature is time-stamped by the Commission or a recognized repository, and unless the
654 message otherwise provides, the time-stamp is prima facie evidence that the time-stamped signature took
655 effect as of the date and time indicated in the time-stamp.
656 2. This subsection does not preclude a finder of fact from concluding, based on other evidence, that
657 the date and time of signature are other than as shown in a time-stamp of the Commission or a
658 recognized repository.
659 E. The presumptions established in this section may be rebutted:
660 1. By evidence indicating that a digital signature cannot be verified by reference to a certificate
661 issued by a licensed certification authority;
662 2. By evidence that the rightful holder of the private key by which the digital signature was affixed
663 had lost exclusive control of the private key, without violating any duty imposed by this chapter, at the
664 time when the digital signature was affixed;
665 3. By evidence showing a lack of a signature at common law; or
666 4. By a showing that reliance on the presumption was not commercially reasonable under the
667 circumstances.
668 § 59.1-488. Digitally signed document is written.
669 A. A digitally signed document is as valid as if it had been written on paper.
670 B. This section does not limit the authority of the State Tax Commission to prescribe the form of tax
671 returns or other documents filed with the State Tax Commission.
672 § 59.1-489. Digital signatures making instruments payable to bearer.
673 Notwithstanding any other provisions of this chapter, a digital signature which would make a
674 negotiable instrument payable to bearer is void, unless the digital signature effectuates either a funds
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675 transfer within the meaning of the Uniform Commercial Code or a transaction between banks or other
676 financial institutions.
677 Article 5.
678 Division Services and Recognized Repositories.
679 § 59.1-490. Commission duties; rulemaking; fees.
680 A.1. The Commission shall be a certification authority, and may issue, suspend, and revoke
681 certificates in the manner prescribed for licensed certification authorities.
682 2. The provisions of Article 4 (§ 59.1-487 et seq.) apply to the Commission with respect to the
683 certificates it issues.
684 B. The Commission shall provide for an on-line, publicly accessible database as a repository
685 containing:
686 1. Certificates published in the repository by licensed certification authorities;
687 2. All orders and advisory statements designated for publication by the Commission;
688 3. Certification authority disclosure records for all currently or formerly licensed certification
689 authorities;
690 4. Notices of suspended or revoked certificates published by licensed certification authorities;
691 5. References to recognized repositories;
692 6. Information required to be kept by a recognized repository; and
693 7. Other information as determined by Commission rule.
694 C. In conjunction with the repository it provides, the Commission shall make available a system for
695 reliably time-stamping digital signatures.
696 D. The Commission may promulgate rules consistent with this chapter in order to:
697 1. Govern licensed certification authorities and their licensure;
698 2. Approve asymmetric cryptosystems for use in signing certificates issued by licensed certification
699 authorities; and
700 3. Maintain the database required by § 59.1-473.
701 E. The Commission's rules shall address at least the following:
702 1. Design and implementation requirements limiting the equipment and software to fulfill the
703 requirements of this chapter;
704 2. Validation that the hardware and software to be used are limited to those determined to meet the
705 design and implementation requirements;
706 3. Suitability of algorithms for use in fulfilling the requirements of this chapter;
707 4. The form of suitable guarantees in accordance with § 59.1-469;
708 5. Items included in certificates issued by licensed certification authorities in accordance with
709 subsection B of § 59.1-470;
710 6. Approval of persons authorized to audit licensed certification authorities under § 59.1-472;
711 7. The contents of a certification authority disclosure record required in § 59.1-473;
712 8. The termination of certification authority activities under § 59.1-476, including the form of notice
713 and required statements; and
714 9. Prohibitions against altering obligations under subsection C of § 59.1-486.
715 F. The Commission may establish fees for the use of the repository provided for in subsection B, for
716 licensing certification authorities, for publishing certificates and other records, and for its other
717 activities required by this chapter.
718 § 59.1-491. Recognition of repositories.
719 A. The Commission shall recognize a repository kept by a licensed certification authority, if the
720 Commission concludes that:
721 1. The repository includes a database of certificates substantially similar in content and operation to
722 the repository kept by the Commission;
723 2. The information in the repository appears to be true, accurate, and reasonably reliable;
724 3. The repository, its operator, and the certification authorities issuing the certificates in the
725 repository conform to legally binding rules which the Commission finds to be substantially similar to, or
726 more stringent toward the certificate authorities than those of Virginia;
727 4. The repository provides a time-stamping service which the Commission finds to be reasonably
728 trustworthy;
729 5. The repository keeps an archive of suspended, revoked, or expired certificates; and
730 6. The repository has expressed in writing its intention to continue acting as a repository for the
731 foreseeable future and is able to do so as indicated from its managerial and financial capabilities.
732 B. A repository may apply to the Commission for recognition by filing a written request and
733 providing evidence to the Commission that the conditions for recognition are satisfied.
734 C. The Commission may withdraw or discontinue recognition of a repository in accordance with the
735 provisions of the Administrative Process Act (§ 9-6.14:1 et seq.) if it concludes that the repository no
736 longer satisfies the conditions for recognition listed in this section.
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737 D. The Commission shall publish in its repository the names, addresses, and public keys of all
738 recognized repositories.
739 § 59.1-492. Liability of repositories limited.
740 A recognized repository, the Commission in providing for a repository, or the Commission's
741 repository operator is not liable for any loss arising from:
742 1. Misrepresentation in a certificate published by a licensed certification authority;
743 2. Accurately recording or reporting information which a licensed certification authority, a county or
744 court clerk, or the Commission has published as required by this chapter, including information about
745 suspension or revocation of a certificate;
746 3. Reporting information about a certification authority, a certificate, or a subscriber, if the
747 information is published as required by this chapter or by Commission rule, or is published by order of
748 the Commission in the performance of its licensing and regulatory duties under this chapter; and
749 4. Failure to record publication of a certificate, suspension, or revocation, unless the repository has
750 received notice of publication and a commercially reasonable time of not more than one business day
751 has elapsed for processing of the publication.
752 § 59.1-493. Exemptions.
753 The following official records of any public body are exempt from the provisions of the Virginia
754 Freedom of Information Act (§ 2.1-340 et seq.):
755 1. Records containing information that would disclose, or might lead to the disclosure of private
756 keys, asymmetric cryptosystems, or algorithms; or
757 2. Records, the disclosure of which might jeopardize the security of an issued certificate or a
758 certificate to be issued.
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